Crossword 15,548 Set by Rosa Klebb

ACROSS
1 They wallow in shoot-'em-up apps, I suspect (14)
10 Norwegian writer Nesbo is endlessly reviewed (5)
11 Label your bananas in colour (5,4)
12 Female love is the ultimate in calm courage (7)
13 May ruffle feathers, losing face (7)
14 State makes better shoe components (5)
16 Spooner’s misfortunes necessitate a bloody complaint! (9)
19 Sadly I want to arrest Queen Mum, part of underground network (5,4)
20 Castilian hero regularly sells child (2,3)
22 Grand lady surrounded by huge lizards (7)
25 Recurrent failure starts to vitiate early determination (7)
27 Can time stop popular time traveller? (9)
28 Skin shows signs of ageing, we hear (5)
29 Reporting the way crime develops in residential areas (7,7)

DOWN
2 Revolutionary new doctor dropping Oscar in it (9)
3 Pyramid architect in romp on ziggurat (5)
4 Drive to light and extremely pretty country (9)
5 Go over road for assignation (5)
6 Plastic casings removed from smaller cables (9)
7 Comfort derived from phrasal verbs (5)
8 Manager of St Johnstone, finally topping division (7)
9 Fraction of distance from head to foot, top to toe (6)
15 Develop green site in national park (9)
17 Hispanic misses most mockery I’ve picked up (9)
18 Puce latex, bafflingly free of charge (9)
19 Amusing desire to eat a horse on the radio (7)
21 Thought of Rosa Klebb in action (6)
23 Texting you after a long goodbye (5)
24 Leader of Lazio dons “squealed”, in common parlance (5)
26 Letter asking YMCA to exclude odd individuals (5)

Solution 15,547

Solution 15,536

Copies of How to Sound Clever by Hubert van den Bergh and So You Think You Can Spell by David L. Grambs and Ellen S. Levine, published by A&C Black, will be awarded to the senders of the first three correct entries opened on Wednesday May 24. Entries marked Crossword 15,548 on the envelope, should be sent to Weekend FT, One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Solution on May 27.
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Gossip Painters

BEOHNRE

Decamp Obstacle

LCGSPIE

High Jump Allege

AHDAA

Pain Overrate

CGBRSEE

Serenade Indy

TgLSSC

Myopia Coachman

LANEMS

Jessican Mutton

NSECAAO

Rekindle Logoff